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Abstract—Privacy becomes one of the important issues in
data-driven applications. The advent of non-PC devices such
as Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices for data-driven applications
leads to needs for light-weight data anonymization. In this paper,
we develop an anonymization framework that expedites model
learning in parallel and generates deployable models for devices
with low computing capability. We evaluate our framework with
various settings such as different data schema and characteristics.
Our results exhibit that our framework learns anonymization
models up to 16 times faster than a sequential anonymization approach and that it preserves enough information in anonymized
data for data-driven applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data-driven applications have proliferated in the last decade,
e.g., recent Internet applications such as Amazon and Netflix
provide customized services based on collected user data, AI
machines like IBM Watson learn how to diagnose diseases
based on medical records, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications such as smart home energy management utilize user
profiles like household energy consumption patterns. The advent of these data-driven applications raises privacy concerns
to protect personal identifiable or sensitive information such
as purchasing history and healthcare records.
Data anonymization is the process that obfuscate data to
ensure that released data does not disclose user identities, but
does provide sufficient information for applications. To this
end, several privacy metrics have been proposed such as kanonymity [19], l-diversity [12], and t-closeness [10]. However, data anonymization using such privacy metrics introduces
several concerns:
1) Operating point of the anonymizer: Who should
perform anonymization process? Since statistical distributions of attributes are required to obtain a certain
amount of privacy according to the privacy metrics, only
data collectors such as service providers can properly
apply anonymization. How to deploy an anonymization
function close to users?
2) Scalability: Data anonymization needs to work over
large volume of data in order to find data obfuscation
rules to satisfy privacy metrics, incurring significant
computation overhead.
3) Model validity: Data distributions can change over time.
New collected data can be hard to be appropriately
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processed by a current anonymization model; changes
in data characteristics incurs re-learning of the model.
4) Utility of anonymized data: Do anonymized data
guarantee enough information for application providers?
How worse applications perform with anonymized data?
5) Discriminative attribute identification: What attributes
in records should be obfuscated? Each attribute can have
discriminative power or not depending on its distribution. For example, if zip codes in all records have a
same value, it does not provide any useful information
to identify user or sensitive information. However, if a
zip code is unique across records, the it can be used to
distinguish a specific record.
In this work, we develop a data anonymization framework
to address these concerns. Our framework utilizes Apache
Spark [22] to quickly build an edge-deployable anonymization
model for a huge amount of data. Once a model is built, our
framework enables even users or IoT edge devices to obfuscate
their own records without large computation overhead and
knowledge on entire data. To reflect time-varying natures of
data, our framework also provides a verification function to
validate whether an anonymization model satisfies desired
data privacy constraints. Thus, data administrators need not
to continuously compute anonymization model for incoming
records; they train an anonymization model again only when
a current model fails to pass the validation procedure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides the context for our work. We describe our framework
in Section III. Section IV demonstrates the evaluations of our
framework. Related work is reviewed in Section V, and we
conclude in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Anonymization Techniques
Record attributes are usually divided into three types: Personal Identifiable Information (PII) that uniquely identifies a
record (associates it with a specific user), Quasi-Identifier (QI)
that does not individually identify a record but when combined
with other QIs can still identify the record uniquely, such as
age, sex, and marital status, and Sensitive Information (SI)
that should not be linkable to any unique individual such as
medical condition.

To prevent user identity disclosure, several privacy metrics
have been proposed. Our framework supports selected privacy
metrics such as k-anonymity [19], l-diversity [12], and tcloseness [10].
The key idea behind anonymization is to obfuscate QIs such
that different records can be grouped together into a same
equivalence class. Thus, records within an equivalence class
are indistinguishable with respect to their QIs, i.e., it is not possible to uniquely link their corresponding sensitive information
to a specific user. To this end, data anonymization algorithms
employ ”data generalization” and ”data suppression” [18].
• Data generalization of an attribute value is an operation
in which specific value taken by the attribute is reported
as an interval containing the value to increase its uncertainty and provide privacy.
• Data suppression is the process of removing some
records from the released data. Typically, the suppressed
records are ones with outlier attribute values; including
such records results in unnecessarily large equivalence
classes.
However, both of data generalization and suppression reduce overall data utility, i.e., loss of data effectiveness [2].
Therefore, the goal of anonymization algorithms is to find
the best data obfuscation which guarantees a particular level
of the privacy metrics while maximizing data utility. In our
framework, we use application-independent utility measures
such as:
• Entropy-based utility: Entropy is a measure of average
information in the dataset. Entropy is highest when none
of the records are grouped together and decreases as
equivalence classes are formed. Denote the total number
of records as N and the number of records in equivalence
class i as ni . The entropy-based
utility of anonymized
P
records is defined as i − nNi log nNi
• Height-based utility: Assume that the obfuscation levels
for quasi-identifiers are step-wise and each has a maximum level. The loss of utility is given by how higher
obfuscation levels are applied to QIs. Let Lj and lj be the
maximum obfuscation level and the applied
P level of QI
j. The height-based utility is defined as: j (1 − lj /Lj ).
B. Differential Privacy
Differential privacy is a framework to protect user identities
in statistical databases, which release global and statistical
information about data. A database satisfies differential privacy
if the presence or absence of any individual in the database
cannot be inferred from statistical query outputs. To provide
privacy-preserving data-driven services, differential privacy
must be guaranteed in released information. Let D1 be a
database in which the individual is included and D2 be one
in which not. Denote the query outputs from the database i as
Q(Di ) and privacy budget as . D1 and D2 is -differentially
private when:
P r (Q(D2 ) = R)
P r (Q(D1 ) = R)

≤ e ,

(1)
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where R is the output space of Q.
III. F RAMEWORK
A. Overview
Our framework consists of four major components: Learn
that runs in high-performance devices and Encode, Verify,
and Metrics that can be deployed on any type of computing
devices such as mobile handsets and IoT edge devices.
• Learn - Learn component generates a deployable encoding
model for obfuscating QIs in JSON [5] format. To load
structured data according to their types (PII, QI, and SI), Learn
component first reads a schema, which describes data attribute
types and declares several parameters for the anonymization
algorithms such as privacy metric, utility measure, and suppression threshold (maximum number of raw data records that
can be suppressed).
To find the best obfuscation level for QIs, Learn component
traverses over a problem space, which is determined by the
number of QI obfuscation level combinations. To this end,
our framework provides two types of space representations:
a lattice of which nodes represent the obfuscation levels of
QIs, or continuous numeric domains that can be recursively
split to represent the domains of attributes as smaller partitions
that satisfy a privacy metric. The learning procedure that
relies on the lattice is called lattice-based learning and the
recursive splitting based one as Mondrian[9]-based learning.
For traversal on a problem space, our framework supports
Flash [7] and breadth/depth first search with pruning.
• Encode - Encode component transforms data to the generalization level specified in a model that defines the set of
anonymization rules. This allows greater flexibility and model
reuse. The model reuse is appropriate when input data have
similar characteristic (e.g., same table schema, and similar
distribution of values taken by the records) to training data.
In that case, a same model can be used to encode input
data without any new learning process. However, since the
data characteristics are not be exactly same and hence utility
degradation might occur.
To enable multiple types of data inputs (online and batched),
our framework supports two types of encode operations:
encodeSafe and encode.
• The encodeSafe operation, runs on an entire batch of
data and thus guarantees that the output data meets a
privacy metric. When training and input datasets have
significantly different characteristics, it is possible that
encodeSafe leads to suppression of a large number of
records to satisfy privacy metrics.
• The encode operation, processes individual records and
does not check whether released data satisfies the privacy
metrics. In fact, the privacy metrics are valid only over
aggregate multi-user datasets, these metrics are not guaranteed when applied to an individual record (from a user).
A model based encoding simply provides a meaningful
heuristic for anonymization if data characteristics have
not changed much; in this case, encoded records will be
likely to meet a privacy metric.

• Verify - The Verify component checks if the anonymized
data set satisfies a privacy metric. Through this function, an
data administrator is able to decide whether learning for newly
collected data is required or not.
• Metrics - The Metrics component provides computed metrics on anonymized data, such as data utility and number of
records that have been suppressed to satisfy a privacy metric,
as a feedback to trigger a model re-training.
B. Parallelization in Learn Component
In this section, we describe parallelization schemes applied
to Learn component using the lattice-based learning as an
example. Recall that a lattice represents a problem space
comprising of possible obfuscation choices for QIs; each node
represents the combination of obfuscation levels for QIs. The
algorithm evaluates all nodes in terms of privacy metric and
data utility measure to find the best node that maximizes
obfuscation levels with feasible data utility. As a dataset
contains more number of records and attributes, computation
overhead at each node evaluation and problem space become
larger.
• Fine-grained (in the unit of records) parallelized node
evaluation - We apply parallelization to three procedures of
node evaluation: encoding according to obfuscation levels,
checking privacy violations of encoded results, and computing
corresponding data utility. To this end, our framework applies
MapReduce operations by using distributed key-value pairs in
which the encoded QIs and the number of records in the corresponding equivalence class are keys and values. This enables
QI encoding, privacy metric computation, and violation check
to be done in parallel through multiple executors.
Then, the algorithm traverses a lattice as follows: If a node
satisfies privacy requirements (desired levels of privacy metric
and number of suppressed records), the node is chosen as
a candidate for the best node and the algorithm continues
to evaluate its siblings. Recall that increasing an obfuscation
level of any attribute from the current level degrades data
utility (i.e. no children of candidates has better data utility).
Therefore, the algorithm stops going further toward children
of the candidates.
• Coarse-grained (in the unit of record clusters) parallelized
node evaluation - On large data sets, it is often useful to divide
data into coarse grained clusters before an anonymization
algorithm is applied; by clustering datasets with similar characteristics, a solution satisfying privacy requirements becomes
easier to find. Therefore, parallelization in the unit of record
clusters can be faster than in the unit of records. To exploit
this, our framework supports a function to partition datasets
into multiple sub-datasets. To properly partition datasets, our
framework utilizes the k-means clustering [6] of which seed is
chosen by the k-means++ algorithm [1]. After the clustering
completes, our framework simultaneously runs multiple nonparallelized node evaluations, i.e., sequential over records but
parallel by clusters, called coarse-grained parallelization.
Note that although partitioning a dataset improves performance, a larger number of clusters is likely to result in clusters
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with fewer records that intrinsically fail to satisfy privacy
requirements, e.g., it cannot satisfy (k = 3)-anonymity if
each partitioned dataset has only two records. Also, while the
coarse-grained parallelization can quickly complete learning,
it may incur lower data utility of anonymized data since it
locally finds the best node for each cluster instead of an entire
dataset. In Section IV-F, we will compare the performance of
fine and coarse-grained parallelizations in terms of learning
time and data utility.
C. Inferring Quasi-Identifiers
Our framework also provides a function (inferQuasiIdentifiers) in order for data-administrators to correctly select
QIs among record attributes. inferQuasiIdentifiers evaluates
entropies of obfuscated dataset according to possible combinations of attributes. Note that if each record is classified into a
separate equivalence class, the entropy is maximized. Define
a residual entropy as the difference between the maximum
and generated equivalence classes’ entropies. As generating
equivalence classes with more discriminative attributes, the
equivalence classes are likely to include less records, resulting
in a smaller residual entropy, i.e., those attributes are likely to
be QIs. inferQuasiIdentifiers continues to include an attribute
combination with a residual entropy smaller than a given
threshold into candidates for QIs.
For efficient pruning of attribute combinations, inferQuasiIdentifiers constructs a lattice of which the dimensionality is
equal to the number of attributes in dataset. For each dimension, there are two levels {1, 2}. A node in the lattice encodes a
subset of the attributes: node[i] = 1 → attribute i is excluded,
and node[i] = 2 → attribute i is included. inferQuasiIdentifiers
performs breadth-first-search in this lattice starting with node
{1, ..., 1}. When a node’s residual entropy falls under a given
threshold, inferQuasiIdentifiers adds the attributes represented
by the node to QI candidates and stops traversing over its
children, i.e., no node that strictly dominates this node will be
considered for evaluation.
D. Statistics with Differential Privacy
Our framework supports functions to provide responses
with differential privacy to statistical queries such as count,
max, min, sum, mean, and nth moments. Taking data and 
(privacy budget) as input parameters, these functions return
answers to which noises are added in order to satisfy the
equation (1). Each statistical query is processed in parallel by
Apache Spark. By appending the functions to a query response
pipeline, a database administrator can defend attacks that try
to reveal user identities through statistical queries. Note that
differential privacy concerns user identities while retrieving
statistical information over an entire database, which is not
likely to happen at IoT or edge devices. In the rest of this
paper, we will focus on evaluation of our framework with
general privacy metrics such as k-anonymity.
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Fig. 1. Learning Time over Adult Datasets Sampled with Different Number
of Records

IV. E VALUATION
A. Setup
We examine the performance of following anonymization
schemes:
• Seq: anonymization scheme that sequentially evaluates
datasets.
• FP-n: fine-grained parallelization that uses n Spark executors for parallelizing anonymization jobs.
• CP-m: course-grained parallelization that divides the
dataset with m partitions.
We conduct experiments using servers equipped with an
Intel Xeon CPU and 128 GB of memory. We evaluate the
schemes using the Adult dataset (Census Income dataset) from
the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository [11], which has
been used heavily in previous work on data anonymization
research. For experiments with synthetic datasets, we utilize a
random dataset of which distribution follows Zipf distribution
[13] with an exponent of various values. To examine the utility
of dataset anonymized by our framework, we investigate the
performance of logistic regression using example data from
[16].
We set k to three for k-anonymity, l to three for l-diversity,
and t to 0.1 for t-closeness using suppression thresholds of
which values is zero. For the data utility measure, we use
the Entropy-based utility described in Section II. We use
the Chi-Square distance to calculate the distribution distance
for t-closeness. More extensive experiments using various
parameters for the privacy metrics will be our future work.
B. Effect of Problem Size
The goal of our first set of experiments is to investigate the performance of anonymization schemes with/without
parallelization according to problem size (i.e., the number
of records and the number of attributes). To this end, we
compare Seq and FP-n varying the number of records from
1K to 32K by randomly sampling the Adult dataset. Figure 1
presents the average learning time (time to complete learning
anonymization models on the datasets) as a function of the
number of records. The numbers are averages over five runs
(same for the rest of experiments). As shown in Figure 1, the
parallelized schemes (FP-n) yield shorter learning times for
the all privacy metrics than Seq except for the case of n = 1.
FP-1 performs worst because of overheads to construct and
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Fig. 2. Learning Time of Synthetic Dataset with Zipf Distribution

maintain distributed data structures for parallelization, which
cannot be properly utilized with a single executor. In contrast,
FP with n ≥ 4 exhibits significantly shorter learning times as
n and the size of dataset becomes larger. Comparing privacy
metrics, we observe that t-closeness is hardest to be computed
followed by l-diversity and k-anonymity; l-diversity adds more
constraints to k-anonymity and t-closeness does to l-diversity.
Note that the performance gain does not increase in multiples
of n, e.g., FP-64 performs approximately 15 times faster than
Seq even with 64 executors. This is because of parallelization
overheads such as synchronization and data communications
between executors.
We also conduct experiments while varying the number of
attributes (figures are omitted due to the lack of space). In
these experiments, we observe that the learning time for the
all privacy metrics grows linearly as the number of attributes
increases due to a larger search space.
C. Effect of Data Distribution
The purpose of these experiments is to explore how data
characteristics affect the anonymization performance. For
these experiments, we generate synthetic datasets with 16
attributes, of which distribution follows Zipf distribution with
different exponent parameters: a small parameter value results
in a distribution similar to an uniform distribution and as the
parameter value increases, the resulting distribution becomes
heavy-tailed (i.e., there exist many records that has a same
value for an attribute). Using the generated datasets with 32K
and 1M records, we examine the performance of FP-64. Figure
2 presents the learning time of FP-64 as a function of Zipf
parameters. As shown in Figure 2, FP-64 takes shorter time
to complete learning as the Zipf exponent parameter is larger.
This is because the privacy metrics become easier to be satisfied as a dataset becomes heavy-tailed: for example, if there
are more than three records with same attribute values when
(k = 3)-anonymity is applied, the first node with minimum
obfuscation can be chosen as the best node without more
traversal, resulting in quick completion of learning process.
We observe that it consistently happens across the all privacy
metrics regardless with the number of records.
D. QI Inference Performance
Next, we investigate the performance of QI Inference function of our framework. Similar to the learning process, the
QI inference performance is affected by dataset size, the
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TABLE I
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300

Accuracy (%)
69.3
63.5
62.5
59.5

number of attributes, and dataset characteristics. Figure 3
exhibits the QI inference time (time to complete QI inference
on datasets) as a function of the number of attributes using
the Adult and synthetic datasets with 4K and 32K records.
It is straightforward that the more records the dataset has,
the longer time QI inference takes as with the result of
Section IV-B. Also, as the problem space becomes larger (the
dataset has more attributes), QI inference takes longer time. QI
inference requires more processing time as datasets becomes
heavy-tailed (larger exponent for Zipf distribution), which is
consistent with the result of Section IV-C. We observe that
Adult dataset fits a Zipf distribution with the exponent between
0.98 and 1.04. Therefore, in Figure 3, QI inference on the
Adult dataset yields similar trends of performance to the Zipf1.0 dataset.
E. Preserving Data Utility
To validate whether our framework obfuscates data while
preserving feasible data utility, we investigate the performance
of a machine learning algorithm on raw and anonymized
dataset while varying k from two to four for k-anonymity. For
these experiments, we use data from [16], which consists of
four fields: GRE, GPA, rank (prestige of the undergraduate
institution; institutions with the first rank have the highest
prestige), and corresponding admission status. We examine
logistic regression algorithm, which is one of popular machine
learning algorithms for binary classification. We train logistic
regression on the raw data to predict the admission status given
GRE, GPA, and rank and we investigate its performance on
raw and anonymized testing data.
Table I presents the test accuracy of predictions on the
raw and anonymized dataset. As shown in Table I, logistic
regression on the anonymized datasets yields lower accuracy
than on the raw data: 5.8% lower accuracy with k = 2 and
9.8% with k = 4. Note that 95.75% of records in the raw
data are unique instances, thus, those records are linkable
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to a single identity; only 4.25% of records can be already
anonymized as-is. We observe that our framework protects
95.75% of the identities only with 5.8% lower accuracy (for
the case of k = 2). Also, we see that the accuracy degrades
more as the privacy metric becomes more strict (larger k). This
shows that data obfuscated by our framework can be used for
machine learning applications by choosing a proper parameter
setting for privacy metric; data administrators need to carefully
choose a level of privacy considering trade-off with application
performance.
F. Fine vs. Coarse-grained Parallelization
Lastly, we compare the performance of fine and coarsegrained parallelizations. To use a same level of parallelization
for both, we apply same number of executors for the finegrained (FP) and partitions for the coarse-grained parallelization (CP). Recall that our framework supports the k-means
clustering for partitioning datasets. To examine the effectiveness of this partitioning scheme, we also investigate the
performance of CP with random clustering, which randomly
categorizes records into partitions, referred to as CP-R. Figure
4 presents the learning times of FP, CP, and CP-R on the
sampled Adult dataset, which consists of 1K records with 16
attributes, according to the number of executors or partitions.
We omit figures of l-diversity due to the lack of space. As
shown in Figure 4, for the all privacy metrics, both of CPs
yield significantly shorter learning times than FP. Interestingly,
we observe that the performance of FP degrades with 256
executors compared to FP with 64 executors; its performance
is similar to FP with 16 executors. This might be because
the parallelization overheads for maintaining 256 executors is
too large to obtain performance gain for the dataset with 1K
records. This shows that the degree of parallelization for FP
needs to be carefully selected with respect to problem size.
In contrast, CPs do not experience performance degradation
with a large number of partitions since CPs separately run
multiple threads that sequentially execute learning process on
each partition.
However, since CP tries to find optimal obfuscation levels
not in the entire dataset but in local partitions, it is likely to
decrease data utilities in obfuscated datasets. Figure 5 shows
the obtained data utility of FP and CPs according to the
number of executors for FP or partitions for CPs. As shown
in Figure 5, CP with k-means clustering exhibits similar data
utility to FP while CP-R yields significantly lower data utility
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